
Let’s begin with a few recent statistics. Fifty years ago,
Vancouver Island grew and produced 85% of its own
food. Today, island farms provide about 5% of all the

food consumed. The rest is imported and California supplies
about 70% of all BC imported fruit and vegetables. 
I’m not sure if the population has grown by a proportionate

amount but we have lost 80% of food sufficiency within the
lifetime of someone not yet old enough to retire. And this is
Vancouver Island—the small islands will be yet more
constrained. Even there, early European settlers a hundred plus
years ago were net exporters of food. 
Had we sold our birthright to Alberta, we could rationalize it

by saying it’s all one country and Alberta is only a day’s drive
anyway. That 70% of all our produce comes from a foreign
country three days away and subject to frequent earthquakes,
fires and devastating droughts, is stupid. 
These numbers come from 2015 ‘Study on climate change and

food security on Vancouver Island’. Meanwhile, the government’s
‘Indicators of Climate Change for British Columbia,’ published in
March this year, sets as an objective facilitation of ‘an increase in
economic opportunities...’ A bit late, eh?
Climate change is happening faster than fast and this summer

is just a taste. That does not mean that every summer will be like
this, it means the weather will be less predictable than we like with
a probability of milder and wetter winters and dryer summers in
our neck of the woods. Elsewhere, not so good. 
‘With Brazil and California experiencing severe droughts and

the UN predicting a 40% water shortfall in just 15 years, climate
change is going to hit the food industry—the most water-intensive
industry on earth—hard,’ —Food Navigator, July 2015
It may not make for entertaining news, but all the major

countries and food supply industries are rapidly, sometimes
franticly, developing food strategies to try to mitigate the effects of
empty shelves. In the US, Mexico, Russia and China, the droughts
are expected to get worse. Australia is expected to lose 70% of its
food production capacity soon. The UK and most European

governments have had food strategies for years—we do not. I guess
that if push comes to shove and things get a little drier, we can all
eat prairie-grown durum wheat, barley and lentils. 
Last year, the The Guardiannewspaper asked simply, ‘What

does climate change taste like?’ The answer they posited was
reduced yield and higher prices. In other words, food choices will
be limited and expensive, so your dinner plate will more closer
reflect your bank balance. Of the base commodity crops, wheat
and corn are most vulnerable. As of last year, 35% of the world’s
wheat is grown under drought conditions. More expensive
popular crops such as nuts, coffee and chocolate are expected to
be wiped out in some areas resulting in much higher prices. 
Growers and agri-businesses are looking for new locations

to sow seeds. French wine companies are buying up farms in
Yorkshire, England because in summer the little dale villages
increasingly resemble Burgundy and the Loire Valley. The buzz
word is ‘opportunity’.
This spring the USDA have partnered with Microsoft to

promote technological innovations to growing food. Since 90%
of the California almond crop is threatened by drought, the
alternative dairy industry will be pushing peanut milk this fall,
and two European companies have invested heavily in camel
dairy farms that require far less water than cows per litre of milk.
Then, on the tech side, Australia and Japan are in high gear to
develop totally enclosed, climate-controlled, water-efficient food
growing factories to replace conventional farms and gardens
(Food Navigator, 15 July, 2015). On our side of the pond, the
Canadian prairies have already gained 1-2 weeks of growing
season and expect to pick up another 2-3 which translates into
a wider range of potential crops including fruit and vegetables.
So where does that leave us?
What is happening now with low price oil has been happening

to food for decades; government policy and the agri-industry have
been strategically driving out small farms in favour of very large
ones. Once the mainstay of the family farm, produce now counts
for less than 5% of all farm sales (StatsCan). So when you combine
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Food in a time of climate change
Brian Crumblehulme

The main way that most people will experience climate change is through the impact on food: the food they
eat, the price they pay for it, and the availability and choice that they have. 

—Tim Gore, Head of Food Policy and Climate Change, Oxfam



this with climate change, food shortages inevitably imply higher
prices. According to Jeff Reubin, former chief economist for the
CIBC, banks and pension funds are buying up farms as fast as
they can sell their oil stocks. Why? Because they know the price
of wheat and carrots can only go up.
For the majority of the world’s population that buys its family

food through giant chain stores, there is little choice, but then
again the UN Food and Agriculture predicts that ‘rural
communities are better able to adapt and transition to a changed
climate.’ They don’t say why but my guess is the opportunity to
home-grow and the proximity to people that do, and you cannot
get closer to produce in the field than here on the islands. On
every block and the end of every road someone near you has a
surfeit of zucchinis. If you are not on this list consider making a
start.
A 1,000 square foot roof will collect around 15,000 gallons

or 70,000 litres of water each year. Most house roofs are larger.
For irrigation, flushing and fire protection, that is a lot of water.
One quarter of that is plenty. We have enough water, even with
climate change—but we have to manage it better.
Planted in reasonable soil, clay if you have it, mature fruit

trees and bushes require no additional water. Located around
the house, they provide a pleasant summer shade, allow the
winter sun to warm your house, are low fire risks, they look
pretty in spring and provide an easy-picking crop. And yes, the

deer rank them higher than chocolate. If a few bushels of apples
or pears is too many, they can be juiced and frozen for a taste of
summer in January. Ditto plums and berries if you’re not into
jamming, they are very easy to freeze, and, as I have said before,
persimmon, figs, nuts, kiwi vines and many more relatively
exotic trees thrive in summers like this one. 
Xeriscaping is commonly practiced on the islands and for

that Mediterranean look, it really works. It is not however,
conducive to growing shallow rooted produce. Drip irrigation
works, as does container gardening where close rows of salads
can be hand-watered every few days as needed. Sprinklers and
overhead spray systems loose around 90% of the water to
evaporation. Instead, direct a gentle stream where it’s needed,
to the roots. A heavy compost mulch or perforated row-cover
will allow rain through, suppress weeds and reduce water loss
by evaporation. I have used this system for tomatoes and squash
very successfully for two years now with no watering at all. I am
not sure how well this might work on raised beds but on a low
flat ground, it has amazing results.
Then finally, if you want to grow some of your own food and

spend the summer on the boat, plan a winter garden. A huge
range of salad and vegetable crops can be planted now and
through fall to keep you well supplied through winter when the
cost of produce is very high. 0
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